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XamarinThe Ultimate Beginner's Guide to Learn Xamarin Step by StepThe entire world is now
surrounded by billions and trillions of mobile Tech which is inevitable. The major share of the
development of mobile apps is taken by the Google‘s Android, Apple‘s iOS, and Microsoft‘s
Windows. Every new learner or newbie in Mobile Development Domain finds himself in the
dilemma of choosing the platform to start with. They are actually looking for a platform to execute
or implement the test apps on something different from what it is intended for.Xamarin is one of
the solutions to it which actually is meant for cross-platform mobile app development where you
can build Android, iOS, and Windows native application using a single codebase. This single
platform is C#. The apps developed using Xamarin performs almost similar to the native Platform
applications.Working of XamarinXamarin has entirely converted the Android and iOS SDK to C#
to make it more familiar to the developers. One can easily use the same codebase for both the
platforms without the hassle of remembering the syntax of different languages all the time.
Besides, the User Interface(UI) remains almost same. It has to be separately built for both the
platforms and then has to be bound by the common codebase.There are actually two ways for
building the User Interface. First one is using the original native methods to build the UI. Another
one incorporates the use of Xamarin.Forms. These forms can be used to build UI for different
platforms all at once and have almost 100% code sharing if these are chosen over Native UI
Technology.After doing all the UI work comes the most challenging phase which is connecting
the UI to the codebase. This connection can again be implemented using two code sharing
approaches which are:1.Shared Project2.Portable Class Libraries(PCL)Xamarin.FormsXamarin
provides developers two ways to build a mobile app. Either by using Xamarin.iOS and
Xamarin.Android(main approach) or by using Xamarin.Forms which is a framework for simple
apps and prototypes. Xamarin.Forms, the Visual Studio Library facilitates for rapid prototyping or
building apps with few platform-specific functionalities. This makes Xamarin.Forms, the best fit,
for apps considering code sharing more significant than custom UI. The developer need not
design for each platform individually. With Xamarin.Forms, a single interface would be shared
across platforms. Apps with some parts of the UI created using Xamarin.Forms and rest using
native UI Toolkit can also be built using this approach.What Is Xamarin.Forms?Xamarin.Forms is
a cross-platform natively backed UI toolkit abstraction that allows developers to easily create
user interfaces that can be shared across Android, iOS, Windows, and Windows
Phone.PerformanceXamarin apps are fully native so in xamarin you can enjoy fully native
performance with shared code.Xamarin.iOS and Xamarin.Android (Separate UI)For
Xamarin.iOS and Xamarin.Android, you have shared code base in C# .This business logic is
shared across platforms and UI is separate for all platforms. This is separate UI
approach.Xamarin.ios and Xamarin.Android give you 100% API coverage with benefits of .NET
APIs. Anything you can do in Android or in iOS, you can do with Xamarin using
C#.WindowsWindows already supports C# for development. So, it is also built in C# with native



APIs.Xamarin.FormsXamarin.forms allow you more code sharing that you can also share
application UI in all platforms.Included in Xamarin.FormsUI building blocks like pages, layouts,
and controlsXAML-defined UIData bindingNavigationAnimation APIDependency
ServiceMessaging CenterAdvantages of Xamarin.FormsNative appsShared Business
LogicShared UIOne Xamarin development team require to develop apps for multiple
platformsLess development time
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Translation:ConclusionBuild contacts app using Xamarin1The purpose of the application and
how it worksRepository repository formBuild the appConclusion2Continue searching
GetContactsAsyncContinue with DeleteContactAsyncFollow the
UpdateContactAsyncConclusion3The main interface of ContactsPageContactDetailsPage
contact details interfaceItem: AppConclusion "Programming isn't about what you know;
it's about what you can figure out.” - Chris Pine Memelnc.com Introduction The
Xamarin platform is currently one of the most important mobile application development
platforms available, which seems to remain on the forefront of time, especially after the
acquisition of Microsoft company, which also has the same name (Xamarin). You may be
motivated to enter the mobile app development world (as when you first got acquainted with
Xamarin) and ready to write code directly, but to be patient a little, and to understand the
beginnings, and the principle of Xamarin working better within this article, which is the first in a
series that will guide you to How to develop applications using Xamarin platform and create
practical applications through them.Xamarin (read Zamarin) was founded in 2011 by the same
engineers who designed the Mono project. The Mono Brothers project like Mono for android and
Mono Touch are platforms to run applications written in C # on the operating systems: Linux,
Android and iOS respectively. With Xamarin, you can create native Native Apps for Android, iOS,
Mac and Windows in a programming language that isn't officially supported. In this series, we'll
focus on building Android apps. Whose series? If you have a good familiarity with C Sharp and
BCL within the DotNet framework, as well as a basic knowledge of how to use the Visual Studio
2015 development environment, and are passionate about learning how to program mobile apps
using Xamarin, this series is definitely for you. Here at the Hassoub Academy we have a C-
Sharp educational series that can be used. Need for Xamarin The need for Xamarin has arisen
because of the nature of mobile applications and their work on different operating systems from
competing companies. There are currently three different operating systems dominating the



market: iOS for Apple, Android for Google, and Windows Phone for Microsoft. These systems
differ in many respects, which we will discuss below. User experience For the user experience
there is a similarity in these systems in terms of providing the graphical user interfaces and
interacting with the device through touch or multi-touch, but there are differences in the details.
Each operating system has different ways of navigating application pages, presenting data,
working with menus, and other details that require a developer to take a different approach for
each operating system.

Conclusion "Programming isn't about what you know; it's about what you can figure out.”
- Chris Pine Memelnc.com Introduction The Xamarin platform is currently one
of the most important mobile application development platforms available, which seems to
remain on the forefront of time, especially after the acquisition of Microsoft company, which also
has the same name (Xamarin). You may be motivated to enter the mobile app development
world (as when you first got acquainted with Xamarin) and ready to write code directly, but to be
patient a little, and to understand the beginnings, and the principle of Xamarin working better
within this article, which is the first in a series that will guide you to How to develop applications
using Xamarin platform and create practical applications through them.Xamarin (read Zamarin)
was founded in 2011 by the same engineers who designed the Mono project. The Mono
Brothers project like Mono for android and Mono Touch are platforms to run applications written
in C # on the operating systems: Linux, Android and iOS respectively. With Xamarin, you can
create native Native Apps for Android, iOS, Mac and Windows in a programming language that
isn't officially supported. In this series, we'll focus on building Android apps. Whose series? If you
have a good familiarity with C Sharp and BCL within the DotNet framework, as well as a basic
knowledge of how to use the Visual Studio 2015 development environment, and are passionate
about learning how to program mobile apps using Xamarin, this series is definitely for you. Here
at the Hassoub Academy we have a C-Sharp educational series that can be used. Need for
Xamarin The need for Xamarin has arisen because of the nature of mobile applications and their
work on different operating systems from competing companies. There are currently three
different operating systems dominating the market: iOS for Apple, Android for Google, and
Windows Phone for Microsoft. These systems differ in many respects, which we will discuss
below. User experience For the user experience there is a similarity in these systems in terms of
providing the graphical user interfaces and interacting with the device through touch or multi-
touch, but there are differences in the details. Each operating system has different ways of
navigating application pages, presenting data, working with menus, and other details that
require a developer to take a different approach for each operating system.Development
environments and different programming languages For programming languages   and
development environments, this is another matter. Each operating system has its own
requirements, which I quickly summarize as follows: - To create applications on iOS you need
to master the Objective-C programming language or the Swift programming language. And own



a MacBook (any version) with the Xcode development environment.- To create applications on
Android you will need Java with the Android Studio development environment running on many
operating systems.- To create applications running on Windows Phone or Windows 10 Mobile,
you need the C # programming language with a computer running Windows, and the Visual
Studio development environment. Different programming interfaces All previous operating
systems rely on different APIs. However, there are some similarities for user-interface objects.
For example, all previous systems provide a way for the user to choose a Boolean logical state
that can be represented as True or False.In iOS, this object is classified as a view named
UISwitch, in Android it is a widget called Switch, and in Windows it is called ToggleSwitch. The
solution provided by Xamarin All of the above points can be bypassed by Xamarin because it
provides a single programming language, C-Sharp, that can be used to write applications on any
operating system. It also provides a single advanced development environment, Visual Studio
2015, for writing these applications (the Xamarin Studio development environment can also be
used for Mac). In addition, it unified the various APIs into a single developer interface. The C-
Sharp language is defenseless. It is a strong, flexible, very rich and enduring language. It has
truly become one of the most advanced and modern programming languages. We are not here
to prefer a programming language over another, but in my personal experience, and to know
many other programming languages, you can say that Sea Sharp occupies a prominent position
among them.For a specific application, developers can write one common code for all previous
operating systems without any modifications to them in terms of business logic within the
application and the software operations that are not related to the type of mobile device or
operating system it is running on. We call this code independent of platform independent. If the
application is required to handle the hard hardware of the device it is working on (such as a
camera or a GPS sensor), then you can write parts of the code that take into account the
specificity of each operating system, we call such code as the code associated with the platform
dependent operating system. The main components of the platform Xamarin Since its inception,
Xamarin has focused on the technology of compilers. The company has released three core
sets of .NET libraries: Xamarin.Mac, Xamarin.iOS and Xamarin.Andorid, which together make
up the Xamarin platform. These libraries allow developers to write native apps for each of the
supported operating systems. Xamarin models In 2014, Xamarin created what is known as
Xamarin or Xamarin Forms. This platform allows developers to write user interface code so that
it can be converted directly into applications running on Android, iOS and Windows. In fact,
Xamarin Forms now supports generic Universal Windows Platform applications on devices
running different Windows versions such as Windows Phone, Windows 10, Windows 10 Mobile,
Windows 8.1, and Windows 8.1 Phone. The solution architecture in Visual Studio will not change
much, except that the separate projects for previous operating systems will be remarkably small
due to the small amount of code in them. In this case, the PCL or SAP project will include the
shared code, independent of the operating systems as agreed earlier, as well as the code
responsible for displaying and handling the user interface. In other words, Xamarin Forms allows



us to write a single code that works directly on different operating systems. See the following
figure to understand how Xamarin Forms applications work. Applications written for different
operating systems in this case rely entirely on the PCL or SAP project to communicate with the
APIs. Thus in many applications it is possible to write only one code that works on all devices!
Except where it is necessary to write custom code for a specific operating system. In the future
this may change, it may be possible to write only one code that works on all devices of any kind.
In this series we will talk about Xamarin Forms mainly. How Xamarin works For iOS applications,
Xamarin's C-Sharp translator translates the code into MSIL, and then Apple's Mac translator is
used to generate native native code running on iOS as if it were an object-C application. For
Android applications, the compiler will also generate the MSIL language, which in this case will
create a common CLR for Android. The resulting applications in this case will also be very
similar to those created using the Java language and Android Studio development environment
for Android. Finally, for apps running on Windows Phone and Windows 10 Mobile, apps are
clearly supported, and will work like native apps created with Visual Studio without
Xamarin. ConclusionThe Xamarin platform is promising, and has a long history and rich
experiences before Xamarin emerged. Microsoft may have realized its importance, and the
acquisition was completed. I recommend that you take the initiative to learn Xamarin, especially
if you are a C Sharp programmer, or have preliminary information about it. The coming days may
bring more support and surprises to the Xamarin platform, the first of which was to make it free
for personal use or small software teams. Starting with the next lesson in this tutorial, we will
install Visual Studio 2015 and start working with Xamarin. Chapter OneApplication
architecture The structure of the application created using XamarinRun Visual Studio 2015, and
after the main window appears go to the File menu and then to New and choose from the
submenu that will appear Project option. As we did in the previous lesson, choose from the left
side of the window that appears Cross-Platform, then choose Blank App (Xamarin.Forms
Portable) from the middle section of the window. Give this project the name SimpleTextApp and
click the OK button. We will build a simple application that shows how to use a single Label to
show text in Xamarin-based applications. From the Solution Explorer, which is usually on the
right side of the Visual Studio development environment window, just keep the
SimpleTextApp.Droid and SimpleTextApp (Portable) projects because we will only handle
Android applications (as we agreed from the previous lesson). You get a shape similar to the
following:SimpleTextApp (Portable) contains most of the code, which is common behavior in
PCL-style projects. The code within the project (with the Portable section plus its name) is
common to all types of applications running on any operating system including Android. The
basic .cs that will be present in any Xamarin application we talked about in the previous lesson
and saw how it contains the App class that inherits from the Application class, and how the
builder of that class is responsible for creating the application's home page. You will notice that
there are several libraries that interest us These include: Xamarin.Forms.Core,
Xamarin.Forms.Platform, Xamarin.Forms.Xaml These are the main libraries that are formed for



Xamarin.Forms. The SimpleTextApp.Droid project contains two folders: Assets and Resources.
The Resources folder contains image files, layouts descriptions, and other files that are the
resources for your app. Publish the Resources folder to see its structure. As for the Assets folder,
the other public files that you want to include with your application are included. This project also
contains the MainActivity.cs file, which contains a category with the same name as MainActivity,
which is the main activity of the Android application. Open this file to find that this class contains
the OnCreate function that is executed when you start the Android app. Note the following code
statement within this function: LoadApplication (new App ()); Obviously, it creates a new object
from the App class within the SimpleTextApp (Portable) project and then passes it directly to the
LoadApplication function to load the application and show it to the user. Creating a new object
from the App class executes its structure and is responsible for creating the main page of the
application as we have mentioned, however the idea will be well clarified after we start writing
the code. Write codeRight-click on SimpleTextApp (Portable) in the Solution Explorer to display
a context menu, choose Add and then from the submenu Choose Class. The window for adding
a new class will appear. Visual Studio will add a new file to the project named MainPage.cs that
contains a class with the same name and content similar to the following: using System;using
System.Collections.Generic;using System.Linq;using System.Text;using
System.Threading.Tasks; namespace SimpleTextApp{class MainPage{}} We do not need most
of the name ranges in the previous code in this program, we will currently need the domain
name Xamarin.Forms. We will make the MainPage class inherit from the ContentPage class and
add the builder to it. Modify the previous code to read as follows: using
Xamarin.Forms; namespace SimpleTextApp{class MainPage: ContentPage{public MainPage ()
{}}} Note that I got rid of all unnecessary name ranges (however any unused name range will
appear in the code in a faint color in the Visual Studio 2015 development environment). The
MainPage class will play the role of a simple content page for the SimpleTextApp application. We
will include in this category the code needed to create a single Label containing simple text.
Then we will do some simple experiments on this label. This program is actually simple, and its
mission is to make you more familiar with Xamarin. We will start by creating a label from the
Label class within the MainPage class builder. Labels are typically used to display text to the
user. Look at the following simple code: Label lblMain = new Label (); lblMain.Text = "Welcome
to moaml Academy!"; We create a label and create any object of a class. We set up a new code
in the previous object of the class and Label Osndnah to the variable lblMain. Then Osndna text
"! Welcome to Hsoub Academy" to the Text property of the variable lblMain. The Text property is
used to set and read the text content of a list. So that we can view the previous close-on the
home page of the application, we assign variable lblMain to the Content property of the class
ContentPage. Since the MainPage class inherits from the ContentPage, the Content property is
automatically included within it. The attribution process will be as follows: this.Content =
lblMain;Previous attribution process is possible because the class inherits from Label Class
View, which represents a general view display interface concept. Since the Content property is



also of type View, this attribution is possible. The contents of the MainPage.cs file will be similar
to the following: using Xamarin.Forms; namespace SimpleTextApp{ class MainPage:
ContentPage              {  public MainPage ()

Conclusion "Programming isn't about what you know; it's about what you can figure out.”
- Chris Pine Memelnc.com Introduction The Xamarin platform is currently one
of the most important mobile application development platforms available, which seems to
remain on the forefront of time, especially after the acquisition of Microsoft company, which also
has the same name (Xamarin). You may be motivated to enter the mobile app development
world (as when you first got acquainted with Xamarin) and ready to write code directly, but to be
patient a little, and to understand the beginnings, and the principle of Xamarin working better
within this article, which is the first in a series that will guide you to How to develop applications
using Xamarin platform and create practical applications through them.Xamarin (read Zamarin)
was founded in 2011 by the same engineers who designed the Mono project. The Mono
Brothers project like Mono for android and Mono Touch are platforms to run applications written
in C # on the operating systems: Linux, Android and iOS respectively. With Xamarin, you can
create native Native Apps for Android, iOS, Mac and Windows in a programming language that
isn't officially supported. In this series, we'll focus on building Android apps. Whose series? If you
have a good familiarity with C Sharp and BCL within the DotNet framework, as well as a basic
knowledge of how to use the Visual Studio 2015 development environment, and are passionate
about learning how to program mobile apps using Xamarin, this series is definitely for you. Here
at the Hassoub Academy we have a C-Sharp educational series that can be used. Need for
Xamarin The need for Xamarin has arisen because of the nature of mobile applications and their
work on different operating systems from competing companies. There are currently three
different operating systems dominating the market: iOS for Apple, Android for Google, and
Windows Phone for Microsoft. These systems differ in many respects, which we will discuss
below. User experience For the user experience there is a similarity in these systems in terms of
providing the graphical user interfaces and interacting with the device through touch or multi-
touch, but there are differences in the details. Each operating system has different ways of
navigating application pages, presenting data, working with menus, and other details that
require a developer to take a different approach for each operating system.Development
environments and different programming languages For programming languages   and
development environments, this is another matter. Each operating system has its own
requirements, which I quickly summarize as follows: - To create applications on iOS you need
to master the Objective-C programming language or the Swift programming language. And own
a MacBook (any version) with the Xcode development environment.- To create applications on
Android you will need Java with the Android Studio development environment running on many
operating systems.- To create applications running on Windows Phone or Windows 10 Mobile,
you need the C # programming language with a computer running Windows, and the Visual



Studio development environment. Different programming interfaces All previous operating
systems rely on different APIs. However, there are some similarities for user-interface objects.
For example, all previous systems provide a way for the user to choose a Boolean logical state
that can be represented as True or False.In iOS, this object is classified as a view named
UISwitch, in Android it is a widget called Switch, and in Windows it is called ToggleSwitch. The
solution provided by Xamarin All of the above points can be bypassed by Xamarin because it
provides a single programming language, C-Sharp, that can be used to write applications on any
operating system. It also provides a single advanced development environment, Visual Studio
2015, for writing these applications (the Xamarin Studio development environment can also be
used for Mac). In addition, it unified the various APIs into a single developer interface. The C-
Sharp language is defenseless. It is a strong, flexible, very rich and enduring language. It has
truly become one of the most advanced and modern programming languages. We are not here
to prefer a programming language over another, but in my personal experience, and to know
many other programming languages, you can say that Sea Sharp occupies a prominent position
among them.For a specific application, developers can write one common code for all previous
operating systems without any modifications to them in terms of business logic within the
application and the software operations that are not related to the type of mobile device or
operating system it is running on. We call this code independent of platform independent. If the
application is required to handle the hard hardware of the device it is working on (such as a
camera or a GPS sensor), then you can write parts of the code that take into account the
specificity of each operating system, we call such code as the code associated with the platform
dependent operating system. The main components of the platform Xamarin Since its inception,
Xamarin has focused on the technology of compilers. The company has released three core
sets of .NET libraries: Xamarin.Mac, Xamarin.iOS and Xamarin.Andorid, which together make
up the Xamarin platform. These libraries allow developers to write native apps for each of the
supported operating systems. Xamarin models In 2014, Xamarin created what is known as
Xamarin or Xamarin Forms. This platform allows developers to write user interface code so that
it can be converted directly into applications running on Android, iOS and Windows. In fact,
Xamarin Forms now supports generic Universal Windows Platform applications on devices
running different Windows versions such as Windows Phone, Windows 10, Windows 10 Mobile,
Windows 8.1, and Windows 8.1 Phone. The solution architecture in Visual Studio will not change
much, except that the separate projects for previous operating systems will be remarkably small
due to the small amount of code in them. In this case, the PCL or SAP project will include the
shared code, independent of the operating systems as agreed earlier, as well as the code
responsible for displaying and handling the user interface. In other words, Xamarin Forms allows
us to write a single code that works directly on different operating systems. See the following
figure to understand how Xamarin Forms applications work. Applications written for different
operating systems in this case rely entirely on the PCL or SAP project to communicate with the
APIs. Thus in many applications it is possible to write only one code that works on all devices!



Except where it is necessary to write custom code for a specific operating system. In the future
this may change, it may be possible to write only one code that works on all devices of any kind.
In this series we will talk about Xamarin Forms mainly. How Xamarin works For iOS applications,
Xamarin's C-Sharp translator translates the code into MSIL, and then Apple's Mac translator is
used to generate native native code running on iOS as if it were an object-C application. For
Android applications, the compiler will also generate the MSIL language, which in this case will
create a common CLR for Android. The resulting applications in this case will also be very
similar to those created using the Java language and Android Studio development environment
for Android. Finally, for apps running on Windows Phone and Windows 10 Mobile, apps are
clearly supported, and will work like native apps created with Visual Studio without
Xamarin. ConclusionThe Xamarin platform is promising, and has a long history and rich
experiences before Xamarin emerged. Microsoft may have realized its importance, and the
acquisition was completed. I recommend that you take the initiative to learn Xamarin, especially
if you are a C Sharp programmer, or have preliminary information about it. The coming days may
bring more support and surprises to the Xamarin platform, the first of which was to make it free
for personal use or small software teams. Starting with the next lesson in this tutorial, we will
install Visual Studio 2015 and start working with Xamarin. Chapter OneApplication
architecture The structure of the application created using XamarinRun Visual Studio 2015, and
after the main window appears go to the File menu and then to New and choose from the
submenu that will appear Project option. As we did in the previous lesson, choose from the left
side of the window that appears Cross-Platform, then choose Blank App (Xamarin.Forms
Portable) from the middle section of the window. Give this project the name SimpleTextApp and
click the OK button. We will build a simple application that shows how to use a single Label to
show text in Xamarin-based applications. From the Solution Explorer, which is usually on the
right side of the Visual Studio development environment window, just keep the
SimpleTextApp.Droid and SimpleTextApp (Portable) projects because we will only handle
Android applications (as we agreed from the previous lesson). You get a shape similar to the
following:SimpleTextApp (Portable) contains most of the code, which is common behavior in
PCL-style projects. The code within the project (with the Portable section plus its name) is
common to all types of applications running on any operating system including Android. The
basic .cs that will be present in any Xamarin application we talked about in the previous lesson
and saw how it contains the App class that inherits from the Application class, and how the
builder of that class is responsible for creating the application's home page. You will notice that
there are several libraries that interest us These include: Xamarin.Forms.Core,
Xamarin.Forms.Platform, Xamarin.Forms.Xaml These are the main libraries that are formed for
Xamarin.Forms. The SimpleTextApp.Droid project contains two folders: Assets and Resources.
The Resources folder contains image files, layouts descriptions, and other files that are the
resources for your app. Publish the Resources folder to see its structure. As for the Assets folder,
the other public files that you want to include with your application are included. This project also



contains the MainActivity.cs file, which contains a category with the same name as MainActivity,
which is the main activity of the Android application. Open this file to find that this class contains
the OnCreate function that is executed when you start the Android app. Note the following code
statement within this function: LoadApplication (new App ()); Obviously, it creates a new object
from the App class within the SimpleTextApp (Portable) project and then passes it directly to the
LoadApplication function to load the application and show it to the user. Creating a new object
from the App class executes its structure and is responsible for creating the main page of the
application as we have mentioned, however the idea will be well clarified after we start writing
the code. Write codeRight-click on SimpleTextApp (Portable) in the Solution Explorer to display
a context menu, choose Add and then from the submenu Choose Class. The window for adding
a new class will appear. Visual Studio will add a new file to the project named MainPage.cs that
contains a class with the same name and content similar to the following: using System;using
System.Collections.Generic;using System.Linq;using System.Text;using
System.Threading.Tasks; namespace SimpleTextApp{class MainPage{}} We do not need most
of the name ranges in the previous code in this program, we will currently need the domain
name Xamarin.Forms. We will make the MainPage class inherit from the ContentPage class and
add the builder to it. Modify the previous code to read as follows: using
Xamarin.Forms; namespace SimpleTextApp{class MainPage: ContentPage{public MainPage ()
{}}} Note that I got rid of all unnecessary name ranges (however any unused name range will
appear in the code in a faint color in the Visual Studio 2015 development environment). The
MainPage class will play the role of a simple content page for the SimpleTextApp application. We
will include in this category the code needed to create a single Label containing simple text.
Then we will do some simple experiments on this label. This program is actually simple, and its
mission is to make you more familiar with Xamarin. We will start by creating a label from the
Label class within the MainPage class builder. Labels are typically used to display text to the
user. Look at the following simple code: Label lblMain = new Label (); lblMain.Text = "Welcome
to moaml Academy!"; We create a label and create any object of a class. We set up a new code
in the previous object of the class and Label Osndnah to the variable lblMain. Then Osndna text
"! Welcome to Hsoub Academy" to the Text property of the variable lblMain. The Text property is
used to set and read the text content of a list. So that we can view the previous close-on the
home page of the application, we assign variable lblMain to the Content property of the class
ContentPage. Since the MainPage class inherits from the ContentPage, the Content property is
automatically included within it. The attribution process will be as follows: this.Content =
lblMain;Previous attribution process is possible because the class inherits from Label Class
View, which represents a general view display interface concept. Since the Content property is
also of type View, this attribution is possible. The contents of the MainPage.cs file will be similar
to the following: using Xamarin.Forms; namespace SimpleTextApp{ class MainPage:
ContentPage { public MainPage () {Label lblMain = new Label ();lblMain.Text =
"Welcome to moaml Academy!"; this.Content = lblMain; } }} That's it! Now we have to do a



small step last, which is to make our application creates a new object of our brand as part of the
MainPage file App.cs. Navigate to this file (located within the project (SimpleTextApp (Portable
and make sure to be the builder of Class App on the following figure: public App (){// The root
page of your applicationMainPage = new MainPage ();} Now press the F5 key to execute the
application, to get a shape similar to the following: Welcome to moaml Academy! Note:You can
connect your Android mobile device to your computer to try running the application directly on it.
In this case, you should have an API installed on your computer suitable for the Android version
on the mobile device. However, you can install this interface if it does not exist through the
Android SDK Manager as noted in the previous lesson. I also recommend connecting mobile
before running the Visual Studio development environment, or restarting it if it is already
running. Better code format: In fact, the code found in the MainPage.cs file is not perfect, though
simple. You may not feel a problem now, but when your programs get bigger, you will get into real
problems because the previous method of writing code makes it very large. I will use the direct
attribution feature while creating objects. This feature is useful in eliminating most of the
variables in the program, which is limited to playing the role of a temporary intermediary. We will
rewrite the code in the MainPage.cs file in a more elegant and practical way: using
Xamarin.Forms; namespace SimpleTextApp{class MainPage : ContentPage{public MainPage()
{this.Content = new Label{Text = "Welcome to Hsoub Academy!"};}}} Note that I dropped the
lblMain variable because we assigned the Label object directly to the Content
property. Additional advantages over the app: You will notice from the previous application that
the sticker appears in the upper left corner of the window. We'll make it appear in the center of
the screen. Two adjective properties should be set for this purpose: HorizontalOptions (for
horizontal alignment options) and VerticalOptions (for vertical alignment options). Both of these
properties are of type LayoutOptions, a struct structure that exists within the domain name
Xamarin.Forms. This structure contains several ready-made fields that are useful for horizontal
and vertical positioning options for the adhesion, which are very important options as we will see
later in this series. Let us now make the required modification to the label within the MainPage
class builder. The contents of the MainPage.cs file will look like this: using
Xamarin.Forms; namespace SimpleTextApp{class MainPage: ContentPage{public MainPage ()
{this.Content = new Label {Text = "Welcome to Hsoub Academy!",HorizontalOptions =
LayoutOptions.Center,VerticalOptions = LayoutOptions.Center};}}}Notice that
LayoutOptions.Center is assigned to HorizontalOptions and VerticalOptions for horizontal and
vertical centering respectively. Run the program again You will notice that the sticker is in the
center of the screen as shown in the following figure: If you would like the text within the sticker
to be a different color, say red, in this case, assign the Color.Red value to the TextColor property
of the sticker object. Color is a structure within the Xamarin.Forms name range as well. See how
to do it in the code: this.Content = new Label {Text = "Welcome to Hsoub
Academy!",HorizontalOptions = LayoutOptions.Center,VerticalOptions =
LayoutOptions.Center,TextColor = Color.Red}; Run the program again, to see the text become



red. ConclusionIn this lesson, we learned about the general structure of Xamarin within the
Visual Studio 2015 development environment. We also built a very simple app called
SimpleTextApp. The function of this app is to learn more about Xamarin. Starting with the next
lesson, we will begin to build applications that are progressive in difficulty, with additional
features that you can use as a mobile application programmer in your working life. Chapter
IIWorking with texts Text handling is a basic software task in all types of applications including
mobile applications. Xamarin provides good techniques for dealing with texts, many of which will
be covered in this lesson, as well as later lessons in this series. In this lesson, we'll address
some of the situations a developer might encounter when working with text in apps they
create. Working with clipsWe often need to display a bit of text on the screen. This text may
come from a document, web service or other sources. The application should be able to handle
texts of this size. As we did from the previous lesson, he created a new Blank App
(Xamarin.Forms Portable) project called TextManipulationApp. Keep only the
TextManipulationApp (Portable and TextManipulationApp.Droid) projects. We will now add a new
content page, but in a different and concise way than we did in the previous lesson. Right-click
on the project (TextManipulationApp (Portable) and choose Add, then from the submenu that
appears choose New Item. Choose from the left of the window that appears Cross-Platform
node, and after updating the contents of the middle section of the window, choose the file type
From the Name box at the bottom, click Add.     
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Michael R Adams, “Excellent Book for a Mobile Developer coming in fresh to Xamarin. I've done
Android apps with Java and iOS apps with Swift and Objective-c but my mentor at work, i'm in
training period, suggested I learn a cross platform tool and suggested Xamarin. This is a great
book to start with. I am working through all the code in each chapter, currently finished first 6
chapters, 54%, and it all works(July 2021) and is easy to type in with Visual Studio's AutoCorrect
feature. And above all you fill the author likes what he is doing in laying out his lessons. Lulls
you into the world of Xamarin.”

The book by John Bach has a rating of  5 out of 3.4. 13 people have provided feedback.
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